A theoretical model quantifying the effect of temperature variations on the magnetic properties and static and dynamic behavior of the straintronics magnetic tunneling junction is presented. Four common magnetostrictive materials (Nickel, Cobalt, Terfenol-D, and Galfenol) are analyzed to determine their temperature sensitivity and to provide a comprehensive database for different applications. The variations of magnetic anisotropies are studied in detail for temperature levels up to the Curie temperature. The energy barrier of the free layer and the critical voltage required for flipping the magnetization vector are inspected as important metrics that dominate the energy requirements and noise immunity when the device is incorporated into large systems. To study the dynamic thermal noise, the effect of the Langevin thermal field on the free layer's magnetization vector is incorporated into the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation. The switching energy, flipping delay, write, and hold error probabilities are studied, which are important metrics for nonvolatile memories, an important application of the straintronics magnetic tunneling junctions. V C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) in magnetic tunneling junction (MTJ) 1 was followed by a plethora of theoretical and practical studies in research labs to develop a new generation of nonvolatile magnetic memories, called magnetic random access memories (MRAM). [2] [3] [4] However, in the early stages, industry did not warmly welcome MRAM, as the proposed methods for writing into the magnetic cell were energy hungry and area inefficient, failing to compete with charge-based memories at the time. Field induced magnetization switching (FIMS), 2 as the first proposed method for writing data into MTJ, relied on the magnetic field generated by the current flow in a neighboring wire. High requirements of static current in order to generate a strong magnetic field and the possibility of half-select errors were the main shortcomings of this method. The discovery of spin transfer torque (STT) for MTJ switching, 5 which relies on spin-polarized currents, revitalized MRAM research and development. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] STT is a much more energy efficient method than FIMS and is scalable with the complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) integrated circuits (IC). 11, 12 Both FIMS and STT, however, employ a flow of static current to achieve magnetization vector switching in the free layer of the MTJ. The use of static charge flow essentially nullifies the inherent energy advantage of the magnetic logic (E minÀcharge ¼ N Â E minÀmagnetic , N being the number of charge carriers, and E minÀcharge and E minÀmagnetic being the minimum energy required to switch the state of a chargebased logic and magnetic logic, respectively 13 ). In order to maximize the energy efficiency, the amount of charge employed for MTJ switching should be minimized. To this end, the recently-proposed straintronics principle, a combination of piezoelectricity and magnetostriction, is an alternative approach that overcomes the aforementioned obstacle. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] The amount of charge consumed for switching the MTJ's state in straintronics is well below STT and FIMS. 15, 16 Temperature variations can severely impact both static and dynamic responses of straintronics devices. The former is affected due to the strong dependency of the saturation magnetization, shape anisotropy, magnetocrystalline anisotropy, and magnetostriction coefficient on temperature. [19] [20] [21] [22] While these parameters assume a fairly fixed value at low temperatures, when approaching the Curie temperature, T C , they fall dramatically, bringing the free layer close to a paramagnetic state. The energy barrier (EB) and, as a result, the critical flipping voltage of the free layer in the straintronics device, are strong functions of temperature. It is specifically worthwhile to investigate the variations of the above parameters at temperature ranges between 200 K and 400 K, as this is the operating range of a wide variety of integrated circuits. 23 The dependency of the device's dynamic response is realized by incorporating the Langevin thermal noise field, representing the thermal noise, into the Landau-LifshitzGilbert (LLG) equation. The random noise field has three important impacts on the dynamic behavior: (i) it assists with the magnetization vector's flipping-without it, the magnetization will stagnate at relaxation state and will not respond to the applied stress; 16 (ii) a larger thermal noise leads to larger fluctuations of the magnetization vector, resulting in a faster response and reducing the write error probability (WEP); and (iii) fluctuations can also lead to hold error probabilities (HEP), also known as retention errors, which are hazardous to straintronics-based MRAM design.
Due to its crucial importance, the effect of thermal noise on the dynamic behavior of the magnetization in a nanomagnet has been the subject of study in the literature. [24] [25] [26] [27] A general study of the dynamics in a single domain magnet under Langevin thermal noise has been published previously, 24 providing a comprehensive statistical analysis on the magnetization dynamics with and without the effect of external magnetic field. Analysis of the dynamics in strain-induced multiferroics has also been the subject of study recently. [25] [26] [27] These works mainly focus on the effect of dynamic thermal noise on the switching behavior of a single magnet under stress and investigate the switching reliability under different stress removal conditions. While the study of the thermal noise is of significant importance, a comprehensive model that investigates the effect of temperature fluctuations and thermal noise on both static and dynamic behaviors of the straintronics device has yet to exist.
In this paper, we perform an in-depth analysis on the temperature dependency of the static and dynamic metrics of the straintronics MTJ. In search for the proper material for straintronics-based integrated circuits, we investigate four common magnetostrictive materials. The effect of the Langevin thermal field on the initial magnetization angle and the delay metrics of the straintronics device, and the resulting WEP and HEP are studied in detail. The flipping energy and the energy-delay trade-off for the straintronics-based system design are analyzed. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the device architecture and the principle of operation; Section III introduces the dependency of the magnetic anisotropies on temperature; Section IV analyzes the energy barrier and the critical voltage and their variations with temperature; Section V introduces the Langevin field and its effect on the magnetization vector's dynamic response; Section VI presents WEP, HEP, and energy-delay trade-off as important metrics for memory design; and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. THE STRAINTRONICS DEVICE
Strain-assisted switching and details of read and write operations of the device are studied in detail in previous works. 15, 16, 28 In this section, a brief introduction of the device's architecture and the switching principle is provided. The architecture of the straintronics MTJ is given in Fig. 1(a) . The device is made by placing a piezoelectric layer (PZT) on top of the magnetostrictive free layer of an MTJ. The device is shaped as a rectangle with the major and minor axes lying along the z-axis and y-axis, respectively, as demonstrated in Fig. 1(a) . The PZT is modeled as a parallel plate capacitance, and the MTJ is a variable resistor. The resistance of the MTJ is a function of the relative orientation of the free layer's magnetization vector compared to the magnetization of the pinned layer. The resistance assumes its minimum and maximum in parallel and antiparallel orientations, respectively. The state of the MTJ can be read via sensing the resistance level by sending a small current through the free layer into the MTJ. 29 The PZT interface occupies most of the free layer to assure efficient transfer of the strain. 29 In this paper, a complete transfer of strain is assumed between the PZT and the free layer. A shift in the critical switching voltage of the straintronics device may result in the case of partial strain transfer. Nevertheless, such a shift will not affect the thermal analysis procedure used in this paper. The thickness of the free layer is chosen to be 10 nm and the major and minor axes are 120 nm and 80 nm, respectively.
In the absence of an external stress, the intrinsic magnetic energy of the free layer creates an EB between parallel (h ¼ 0) and antiparallel (h ¼ p) orientations as demonstrated in Fig. 1(a) . Therefore, the magnetization vector prefers to stay along the major axis. An applied voltage across the straintronics device creates a strain in the PZT, which will be transferred to the free layer of the MTJ. The stress in the magnetostrictive free layer will reduce the magnetic energy barrier. A higher stress level can eliminate the energy barrier, forcing the magnetization vector to rotate and settle along the minor axis (h ¼ p=2) as demonstrated in Fig. 1(b) . Switching the state of the magnetization vector from the major axis to the minor axis, denoted as the write event, is, therefore, possible by applying a voltage across the device. This is the principle of straintronics magnetization switching. The use of voltage instead of current brings major energy savings to the table. This energy efficiency, however, comes at the expense of more complicated write algorithms and iterative methods in memory applications. 28 The latter is because a write operation in MTJ-based memories consists of flipping of the magnetization from parallel to antiparallel orientation or vice versa, which is warranted in STT-based switching, but requires iterative methods in straintronics memories. 28 Nevertheless, the straintronics method still demonstrates remarkable advantages over STT switching when it comes to energy-delay products 29 (a metric to evaluate the tradeoff between energy and delay), making it a promising candidate for future memory applications.
The static metrics of the discussed device, including the intrinsic and stress anisotropy energies, the energy barrier, and the critical voltage required for switching, are strong functions of temperature, which will be comprehensively discussed Sections III and IV.
III. DEPENDENCY OF STATIC BEHAVIOR ON TEMPERATURE
The magnetic energy of the straintronics device has three major components: 15 (i) shape anisotropy (E sh ), which is the tendency of the magnetization vector to settle along a certain direction due to the shape of the free layer; (ii) uniaxial anisotropy (E u ), also called magnetocrystalline anisotropy, which is primarily due to the spin-orbit interactions, and magnetizes the free layer in a certain direction; and (iii) stress anisotropy (E r ), which is due to the applied stress across the magnetostrictive free layer. Hence, the total magnetic energy, E mag , of the free layer can be expressed as
where
In the above equations, l 0 is the permeability of vacuum, M s is the saturation magnetization, N sh is the demagnetization factor, K u is the uniaxial anisotropy coefficient, k s is the magnetostrictive expansion at saturation, r is the applied stress, V is the free layer's volume, and h r is the angle of the magnetization vector with the minor axis. It should be noted that combining shape and uniaxial anisotropy energies gives intrinsic magnetic energy to the free layer, while the stress anisotropy is the external magnetostrictive force that switches the state of the free layer using the straintronics principle.
In order to study the static metrics of the straintronics device, the variations in the magnetic parameters and energy levels should be examined. 30 Modeling the effect of temperature on the saturation magnetization of the free layer is analyzed in the supplementary material. 31 Next, we will inspect the temperature dependency of different terms in the total magnetic energy of the straintronics device. In this work, the downfall of exchange interactions at temperatures close to Curie temperature is not accounted for. The latter can compromise the single domain assumption of the nanomagnet at temperatures around T C and should be handled with care whenever necessary.
A. Shape anisotropy
Shape anisotropy, as formulated in (2), is one of the major decision makers of the free layer's energy barrier. From (2), the variations in M 2 s with temperature can be predicted using the Brillouin function. 31 However, the variations of N sh and V due to thermal expansion should also be further investigated.
The demagnetization factor, Fig. 1 , assumes its maximum along the x-axis and its minimum along the y-axis. The parameters N xx ; N yy ; and N zz are obtained using the following equations:
where a, b, and t are the free layer's major axis, minor axis, and thickness, respectively. Variations in temperature, T, will lead to compression or expansion. However, the relative ratios of t=a and ða À bÞ=a, which are decision makers in (5) and (6), will stay constant, assuming a linear thermal expansion (DL=L ¼ a L DT, a L being the material's expansion coefficient, L and DL being the length and change in length, respectively, and DT being the temperature variations). Lastly, due to the small value of a L , the variations in volume due to thermal expansion are negligible compared to the changes in M s ðTÞ. For example, Nickel exhibits merely 0:4% increase in its volume for every 100 increase in temperature.
As a result of the above discussion, the shape anisotropy's dependency on temperature can be summarized as where E sh0 is the value of shape anisotropy at near-zero temperatures.
B. Magnetocrystalline anisotropy
According to Callen and Callen's theory, 32 the dependence of the uniaxial anisotropy constant on temperature originates from the changes in M s ðTÞ, and can be expressed as
where K u0 is the uniaxial anisotropy's constant near absolute zero temperature. For cubic and uniaxial crystals, m ¼ 3 and m ¼ 10, respectively. 33 Therefore, Nickel and Cobalt will have the powers of 3 and 10 in the above equation, respectively.
Although Callen and Callen's theory predicts the temperature dependency of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy fairly well for pure element crystals, it is shown that it fails to predict the temperature dependency of K u for alloys. 33 Hence, the variations in the uniaxial coefficient for Galfenol and Terfenol-D should be investigated separately.
Given the crystal structure of Galfenol (Fe 1Àx Ga x ; 0:13 x 0:24), using the power m ¼ 2:1 provides a fairly accurate estimation. [34] [35] [36] [37] Terfenol-D (ðTb; DyÞFe 2 ), however, is considered as a rare-earth 3d-transition-metal alloy. For these alloys, the magnetic anisotropy transits through three different phases: 38, 39 (i) When the temperature of the alloy is below the spin reorientation temperature, T SR , the magnetic anisotropy follows the famous power law in (9) , in which m ¼ lðl þ n À 2Þ=ðn À 1Þ. For lowest order anisotropy l ¼ 2, and assuming a planar model in which n ¼ 2, we will have m ¼ 4. The value of T SR for Terfenol-D is $À10 C, 39, 40 which means that, up to this temperature, the power law is enforced.
(ii)
For the values above spin-reorientation temperature, the behavior is mostly dominated by the rare-earth elements and is given by
where k is the Boltzmann constant and J SR is an alloydependent constant and can be obtained by assuming a continuous transition of K u ðTÞ at the spin reorientation temperature. (iii) When the temperature approaches the Curie temperature, (10) fails to predict the behavior. The behavior, at this point, can be expressed as
By combining the three regions above, the uniaxial anisotropy of Terfenol-D can be predicted. Our simulations on the magnetic anisotropy of Terfenol-D closely follow reports in the literature. 40, 41 Fig . 2 contains the simulation data on the normalized variations of shape and uniaxial anisotropies, as the temperature increases for four materials. The values are also re-plotted for a 200 K-400 K IC temperature range in Fig. 3 , and the percentages of anisotropy reduction for the four materials along with their magnetic properties 16, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] used in our simulation model are listed in Table I . Dramatic reductions of both shape anisotropy and uniaxial anisotropy reveal the critical influence of temperature on the device's energy barrier, an important metric for non-volatile memory design.
C. Magnetostriction expansion at saturation
The magnetostriction expansion at saturation, k s , plays a major role in determining the critical stress required for flipping the magnetization state of the straintronics device. The dependency of this parameter on temperature is expressed using the reduced hyperbolic Bessel function 48, 49 
where cothðuÞ À 1=u ¼ M s ðTÞ=M s0 . The simulation results are plotted in Fig. 4 for the four magnetostrictive materials.
The simulation results are in fair accordance with the reported behavior in the literature. 21, [48] [49] [50] [51] In fact, it is demonstrated that the hyperbolic Bessel function in molecularfield approximation holds accurately at all temperatures up to Curie temperature, 32 while at low temperatures, the magnetostriction coefficient follows the same power laws as magnetic anisotropy. The percentages of variations in E r due to k s variations, when the temperature rises from 200 K to 400 K, are tabulated in Table I for the sake of comparing different materials.
From the obtained metrics in Table I , it is understood that Cobalt and Galfenol show the least amount of variation in the temperature range of interest, while Nickel and Terfenol-D show dramatic variations in their magnetic parameters. This is mainly due to the high Curie temperature of Cobalt and Galfenol, which might make them the preferred candidates to be integrated into electronic circuits. Terfenol-D, although demonstrating fast response and low switching voltage, 15, 16 is not an ideal candidate for temperaturesensitive straintronics-based integrated circuits, as its magnetic properties vary dramatically with temperature variations, a phenomenon that frequently occurs in circuit chips.
IV. ENERGY BARRIER AND CRITICAL FLIPPING VOLTAGE
The energy barrier of the device, arising from its intrinsic shape and uniaxial anisotropies, 15 is a measure of the device's immunity against the thermal noise and magnetic interferences. Assuming the rotation of the magnetization vector within the y-z plane, which is enforced by shape anisotropy, the energy barrier is defined as EB ¼ E mag ðh ¼ p=2Þ ÀE mag ðh ¼ 0 ðor pÞÞ. From the discussions in Section III, it is naturally expected that the barrier will reduce as the temperature increases due to the fall in the magnetic anisotropies. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5(a) , where the energy barrier is plotted for Nickel as a function of temperature in the absence of stress. A contour map of the energy barrier's graph is replotted in Fig. 5(b) to further demonstrate the energy behavior as a function of temperature. From the two graphs, the following conclusions can be drawn: (i) the intrinsic magnetic energy assumes its minimum in the parallel and antiparallel orientation and its maximum when the magnetization is oriented along the minor axis; (ii) the energy barrier reduces and eventually vanishes as the temperature approaches the Curie level, where the material reaches a paramagnetic state; and (iii) the absolute value of the energy at any orientation of the magnetization vector (for example, at h ¼ 0) also reduces as temperature increases. For example, from Fig. 5(a) , at h ¼ 0, the magnetic energy at near-zero temperature is eliminated as the temperature approaches T C .
It is particularly worthwhile to investigate the effect of stress and temperature on the device's thermal stability, D ¼ EB=kT, which is an important data retention metric in non-volatile memory design. Usually, a thermal stability factor larger than 40 is required for storage class memories. 52 The thermal stability of the straintronics device, with Galfenol as the magnetostrictive material, is demonstrated as a function of temperature for different stress values in Fig. 6 . It is observed that as the temperature merges with T C , a sharp reduction in the thermal stability is observed. Furthermore, increasing stress reduces the thermal stability linearly, which is expected from (1) and (4). In general, it is observed that Galfenol keeps its thermal stability well above 40, within a 200 K to 400 K temperature range, even at stress values closer to its critical stress (r C % 180 MPa for Galfenol in our simulations).
Lastly, the effect of temperature on the minimum voltage required for the magnetization flipping, also called the critical voltage, V C , should be analyzed. By equating anisotropy energies, it is concluded that where t PZT is the thickness of the PZT, Y is the Young Modulus of the free layer, and d 31 is PZT's dielectric coefficient. The dependency of V C on temperature is simulated in Fig. 7 for different magnetostrictive materials. By observing the graphs closely, the critical voltage goes through two different slope phases as the temperature increases. First, at low temperatures, V C slightly reduces as temperature increases. Then, an increase in the value of the critical voltage is observed at higher temperatures. This behavior can be analyzed by taking the derivative of (13) with respect to temperature
The saturation magnetization starts degrading at lower temperatures compared to the magnetostriction coefficient. As a result, when T ( T C , we have dV C =dT < 0, and a slight reduction of the critical voltage is observed. This behavior is more noticeable for Cobalt on the graphs, mainly due to its high M s and very low k s . As the temperature rises, k s starts decreasing according to (12) , while M s and K u continue to fall as predicted by the saturation magnetization's behavior 31 and (12)- (14), respectively. When the slope of dk s =dT is large enough to fulfill A Â dMs=dT þ B Â dK u =dT À C Â dk s =dT > 0, the critical voltage will begin to rise.
From the inset of Fig. 7 , it is also concluded that Galfenol and Cobalt keep their critical voltage at a fairly constant level, while Terfenol-D and Nickel show almost 7% and 4% increases in V C within a 200 K to 400 K temperature range, respectively. This can come in handy when considering a straintronics-based system design for temperaturesensitive applications. 
V. DYNAMIC THERMAL NOISE FIELD
The dynamic response of the magnetization vector in a straintronics device is predicted using the LLG equation given by
where M is the magnetization vector, c 0 is the gyromagnetic ratio, a is the Gilbert damping factor, and H ¼ H rr þ H hĥ þH uû is the net magnetic field due to shape and uniaxial anisotropies and the applied stress. 15 The effect of thermal noise is modeled by following the same procedure developed by Brown 54 and Grinstein. 55 The thermal flux density can be incorporated in (15) by including the Langevin thermal noise field, H N , in the total magnetic field; i.e., H tot ¼ H þ H N , where H N is a Gaussian random noise field variable 31 with a strength of D ¼ 2kTa=l 0 c 0 M s V, and a correlation of
Therefore, the thermal noise field to be incorporated in (15) can be expressed as
where X i ðtÞ's are uncorrelated zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian random variables in the direction of Cartesian axes. The relative ratio of the thermal noise field to the net magnetic field of the device (i.e., H NÀrms =H) can be simulated to observe the strength of the thermal noise. It is expected that as we increase the stress level, the net magnetic field forcing the magnetization vector to stay along the easy axis (H h ) becomes weaker. 31 It is also shown 31 that as we increase the stress, the value of H u , which forces the magnetization to stay in plane (within the y-z plane of Fig. 1(a) ), increases slightly. Therefore, an increase in stress increases H NÀrms =H h as demonstrated in Fig. 8 , allowing the magnetization to fluctuate more easily around the easy axis. As the stress approaches its critical value, the thermal noise becomes significantly stronger owing to the fact that 31 lim r!r C H h ¼ 0. It is also observed from Fig. 8 that as we increase the stress, H NÀrms =H u slightly reduces. This means that while the magnetization vector's fluctuations around the major axis (z-axis) increase at higher stress levels, its tendency to stay within the y-z plane increases slightly, leading to more in-plane fluctuations.
The flipping delay of the straintronics device (also called the alignment delay in some works) is a strong function of the initial magnetization angle, h i , which is mainly due to the thermally stimulated agitations. It is shown that the initial magnetization angle has a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with the strength of
Due to the dependency of the flipping delay on the initial magnetization angle, Gaussian fluctuations of h i lead to variations in the flipping delay, t d . This is demonstrated in Fig. 9 , where our thermally-incorporated model based on (15)- (17) assist with the easier flipping of the magnetization vector. Another parameter that can dramatically alter the value of h iÀrms is the applied stress, as demonstrated in Fig. 11(a) . As the stress levels reach their critical value for the four simulated materials, the initial angle approaches the value of p=2, owing to the stress-reduced energy barrier. From the basics of the straintronics principle, it is expected that when r > r C , the magnetization settles along the minor axis, where h ¼ p=2 and the magnetization vector will now fluctuate around this axis. The dynamic waveforms and histograms of the magnetization's fluctuations around the major axis along with their histograms at different stress levels below critical stress are also plotted in Fig. 11(b) .
The dependency of the flipping delay on h iÀrms is simulated and demonstrated in Fig. 12 for temperature ranges between 200 K and 400 K. As we increase the temperature, the value of h iÀrms increases, leading to easier magnetization flipping and, therefore, a lower delay. The analytical data on the graph are the expected results from (18) and the simulated data are obtained from our Verilog-A model based on the thermally incorporated LLG dynamics in (15)- (17) . The accuracy of the developed model can also be confirmed by comparing the analytical and simulated results.
The flipping delay of different materials, besides depending on the initial angle, is a strong function of the applied voltage (and therefore stress) across the straintronics device. In our previous work, 15 we simulated different materials' flipping delay as a function of the applied voltage while assuming the same thermal noise for all the materials. Here, we analyzed the voltage dependency while including the materially-dependent thermal noise. The four materials are simulated at room temperature and the results are recorded in Fig. 13 , where it is observed that Terfenol-D has a very fast response owing to its high h iÀrms (as expected from Fig. 10 ) and k s , while Cobalt shows a slow response due to its low h iÀrms and k s . Nickel, although demonstrating a higher initial angle in suitability of Galfenol for integrated circuit applications due to its low critical flipping voltage, low flipping delay, and low variations of static features across temperatures between 200 K and 400 K as discussed earlier in Section III.
VI. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCY OF DYNAMIC METRICS
In Section VII of this paper, some of the important metrics related to non-volatile memory design, an important application of straintronics devices, will be discussed. The effect of thermal noise and temperature variations on WEP and the speed-WEP trade-off will be analyzed. A write method that improves the energy and performance of the straintronics-based memories will be proposed. The effect of stress on the flipping delay and the HEP of the device will be analyzed in order to investigate the reliability and advantages of the proposed method.
A. Write error probability
One of the important obstacles in memory design is the probability of write error during the write operation, abbreviated as WEP. Consider any memory with a certain write pulsewidth, demonstrated in the inset of Fig. 14(a) . The duration of the pulsewidth indicates the write speed of the memory. If a higher speed is desired, the pulsewidth can be reduced. However, since the speed of writing in any memory cell is limited, there is a lower bound, beyond which the pulsewidth cannot be reduced. This lower bound is usually selected according to the memory's write error tolerance. For example, consider the straintronics device of Fig. 1(a) . The application of a pulse with an amplitude higher than V C will force the magnetization vector to settle along the minor axis (h ¼ p=2) as demonstrated in Fig. 1(b) . Due to the random nature of the Langevin thermal noise, the flipping delay can take a range of values as demonstrated in Fig. 14(a) . Write error is associated with cases, where the delay is higher than the write pulsewidth, in which the magnetization vector will fail to flip.
Due to the Gaussian distribution of the flipping delay, demonstrated in Fig. 9 , the WEP is expected to reduce significantly as we increase the write pulsewidth, which is demonstrated in Fig. 14(b) . On the other hand, a longer pulsewidth is associated with a slower memory. Therefore, there is a trade-off between speed and WEP. As can be seen in the graphs, a reduced write speed from 0.2 ns to 0.4 ns leads to more than 1000X lower WEP at room temperature. In memory applications, the pulsewidth does not need to be increased further than the system's WEP requirements.
The effect of temperature on WEP can also be observed in Fig. 14(b) , where we simulated Galfenol for different pulsewidths at different temperatures. A lower WEP at higher temperatures is mainly due to the increased h iÀrms from 200 K to 400 K, as expected from (18) . B. A proposed write method, the energy-performance trade-off, and hold error probability
When it comes to memory design, energy and performance are two of the most important metrics. A considerable amount of research has been going on to reduce the write energy while retaining the speed of the MTJ-based memories. [57] [58] [59] [60] The switching energy, associated with the flipping of the straintronics device, can be formulated as
where C PZT is the capacitance of the piezoelectric layer, DV is the voltage swing across the device, and E d is the dissipated energy due to the Gilbert damping. 61 For the devices with high energy barriers, the critical voltage is high enough FIG. 14. Dynamic waveforms for Galfenol, demonstrating the possibility of write error due to late flipping; the inset of the figure shows the voltage pulse, applied at t ¼ 1 ns, and (b) WEP as a function of pulsewidth and temperature; it is evident that as the pulsewidth is increased, the WEP decreases dramatically; increasing temperature will also reduce the WEP slightly for a given pulsewidth due to the dependency of the initial angle of temperature in (18) .
to assure that the capacitive switching will consume the majority of the total switching energy. The switching energy can be significantly reduced if the voltage swing across the device is reduced, as demonstrated in the inset of Fig. 15 . Increasing the value of V low to the levels closer to V C has two main advantages: (i) as DV ¼ V high À V low reduces, the capacitive switching energy will drop as demonstrated for Galfenol in Fig. 15 , where we fixed V high slightly above V C and started sweeping V low from 0 to V C . When V low % V C , the capacitive switching will consume negligible energy; (ii) the flipping delay will reduce as V low increases as demonstrated in Fig. 15 . The latter is expected since a higher V low will create some stress across the device, reducing the energy barrier and increasing h iÀrms according to (18) . Therefore, a higher V low leads to a higher h iÀrms , which is associated with a faster flipping. This is further demonstrated in Fig. 16 , where the delay histograms are plotted. The mean of the distributions moves towards smaller delays when the value of V low is raised. Note that in the simulations of Figs. 15 and 16, V high is set to be slightly higher than V C . Should the value of V high be increased, the delay will reduced significantly, as already discussed in Section V.
In order to analyze the reliability of the proposed method, we simulated the HEP of our straintronics device as an important data retention related property for non-volatile memories. It is expected that as we increase V low , the HEP will reduce due to the increased thermal noise fluctuations. This phenomenon is demonstrated in Fig. 17 , where we increased V low to values close to V C and plotted the resulting HEP of the device in two cases. First, we only assumed the presence of the Langevin thermal noise, and then we included 1% fluctuations of the applied V low , which can frequently happened due to clock feedthrough in the ICs. 62 In the first case, the HEP is negligible as long as V low is kept below 0:97V C . In the second case, the HEP is noticeably higher compared to the first case, but reduces to negligible values as V low goes below 0:95V C .
In the above simulations, the possibility of dimension changes due to process variations is not considered. Assuming that the effect of process variations on the device's dimensions is included, the value of V low will decrease accordingly. In any event, from the above discussions, it can be concluded that reducing the voltage swing while retaining the value of V low reliably below V C will increase the energy efficiency and performance of the system while providing enough noise margin to keep the HEP well below the system's error tolerance. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the value of HEP is a strong function of the device's energy barrier. Should the energy barrier be decreased, the value of HEP in Fig. 17 will increase.
VII. CONCLUSION
A comprehensive study was performed on the effect of temperature on the magnetic properties of the straintronics device. The effect of temperature variations up to the Curie temperature on the energy barrier and the critical voltage of the device were analyzed. Four different magnetostrictive materials were simulated in order to provide a comprehensive platform for different applications. The effect of thermal noise was examined by incorporating the Langevin random field into the LLG equation and investigating the effect of temperature and stress on the initial magnetization angle. Lastly, the effect of temperature and thermal noise on some of the important metrics for the nonvolatile memory design was studied and an energy efficient write method was introduced that can reliably reduce the capacitive switching energy and the flipping delay of the straintronics devices.
